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2017 Feature Writers
For 2017, we have brought together some of the most experienced, successful and
forward thinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly to Top Sales Magazine.
They provide thought-provoking commentary and thought leadership on a wide range of
sales issues.
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and Founder of
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Frank V. Cespedes
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Joanne Black
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Vice President of Marketing at
Qstream.
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Are Self-Limiting Beliefs
Constraining Your Sales Team?
“The winners in life
constantly think in terms of ‘ I
can’,’ I will and’ I am’. Losers,
on the other hand,
concentrate their waking thoughts on what
they should have done, or what they don't
do” - Dennis Waitley
llowing selflimiting beliefs to constrain
performance will in turn limit sales results,
because like everyone, salespeople hold
stubbornly to private beliefs about themselves,
clients, markets, competition, and even the economy
 beliefs that can have an enormous impact, either
positive or negative, on their sales achievement
levels.
If salespeople do not see themselves as providing

A
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value for their prospects and clients, they will tend
to approach customers in ways that appeal to
reasons for buying, other than the genuine business
need of the customer. This is what sometimes leads
salespeople to oversell  for example, pressing a
customer to act now in order to get a low price  or
to be too accommodating. It also can lead
salespeople to adopt unethical behavior, because
they may try to sell a customer something that they
neither need nor want. If they fail to take care of
their clients’ best interests, salespeople will fail to
build longterm relationships and lose customers.

The Slippery Slope
Typically, salespeople who believe that, if they had
lower prices, they would win more deals, tend to
attract more price objections. This, in turn, leaves
them feeling scared or reluctant to talk to prospects

Editorial

about what they have to offer. Their downward
spiral then becomes a selffulfilling prophecy.
Salespeople’s desire to succeed may be so
dominated by a need to be liked, that they’ll avoid
asking prospects for information that is needed to
identify the prospects’ compelling reasons to buy.
When this happens, closing becomes a real issue
because salespeople, fearing rejection, perceive that
asking for the order might cause a breakdown in the
relationship with their prospect.

Fear of Calling
Recent studies have confirmed the obvious, that is
to say that “fear of calling” in sales can contribute to
a significant proportion of lost sales revenues. One
study that I read recently found that as many as 40
% of established salespeople experienced periods of
“fear of calling” severe enough to threaten their
future in sales.
Stemming the everincreasing costs of the “fear
of calling” syndrome cannot be addressed by
training alone. It requires an experienced coach or
mentor to work with each salesperson’s particular
set of beliefs, so that they feel truly empowered to
breakthrough their selfcreated mental barriers. One
particular statistic, in the following survey, should
give any salesperson suffering from “fear of calling”
renewed confidence.

How Customers Regard Salespeople Survey
l Salespeople who know nothing about
l
l
l
l
l
l

the customer’s business
Salespeople who know little about their
products and services
Salespeople who call too often
Salespeople who don’t call often enough
Salespeople who do not have the
authority to negotiate prices
Salespeople who do not ask for the order
Salespeople who are not properly or
sufficiently organized

60%
60%
9%
49%
45%
40%
55%

Most desirable quality customers want to see in
salespeople? Competence!

Customers Can Sense Fear
We must remember that a salesperson’s state of
mind is instantly transferred to their prospect or
customer, which means that the challenge for
organisations is to constantly create a highly
resourceful state in their salespeople. This is
extremely important, because when salespeople lack
belief in themselves, their product or their service,
they unconsciously transmit their attitude to
prospects in a variety of subtle and sometimes overt
ways.

Summary  The Importance of Divine
Intervention From Above
Most sales managers grasp the concept of activity
management, skills development and knowledge
development. Intuitively, Sales Directors also
understand the vital importance of the right mindset.
Yet, far too many feel powerless to help their
salespeople turn their negative beliefs into positive
ones. Those few sales managers who do tackle such
negative beliefs and are able to change their
salespeople’s selflimiting beliefs into empowering
ones, have found an unbeatable path to success.
The organization with the ability to overcome the
variety of mental models living in the minds of their
workforce will be the organization that wins in the
future. Emphasis has to be placed on creating an
environment in which the ‘can do – will do’ mentality
thrives and becomes the norm, success and
achievement are expected and as a consequence are
much more likely to happen. We call this fulfilled
n
expectation.

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here
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The Sales Manager’s Guide to Greatness
10 Essential Strategies for Leading Your Team to the Top
Jonathan Farrington
Interviews Kevin F. Davis

JF: Tell us a little about your new book and why
you wrote it.
KD: There’s a mistaken assumption out there that an
“A” Player sales rep will automatically make an “A”
Player sales manager, even though the two jobs are
completely different. So companies take their top
reps and throw them into sales management with
very little or no training.
In fact, some recent studies have shown that up
to 80% of all frontline sales managers don’t receive
the training they need to maximize their success as
sales team leaders. The logic of this thinking escapes
me. If a company trains just one sales manager, it can
improve the performance of an entire team. I’m not
saying that companies should stop investing in sales
training, but they need to shift the pendulum towards
more education of their sales managers.
Think of it this way: We all can agree that every
company needs some kind of commonly understood
and consistent sales approach for its salespeople to
follow. But very few companies have embraced the
concept that a consistent sales management
approach is equally important for effective managing.

8
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I wrote The Sales Manager’s Guide to Greatness to
fill in this gap. I want to help sales managers,
regardless of how long they’ve been in a sales
management role, to complete their transition from
selling to leading. I want to help companies establish
consistent sales management practices that increase
revenue growth.
JF: What makes your book different?
KD: My goal was to provide busy sales managers
with a guide that’s simplified and doable. That’s why
the subtitle is “10 Essential Strategies for Leading
Your Team to the Top.” Not 20 strategies, not 30
strategies. Just 10. If you do these 10 things really
well you will produce a great sales team that
continually grows revenues.
JF: Do great salespeople make great sales
managers?
KD: The short answer is “not often.” Let me explain.
Most sales managers are like me — they came up
through the ranks and were promoted into a
management position because they excelled at
selling. But as I mentioned earlier, few of them get
sufficient training on how to do their jobs. And
because of that, sales reps promoted into
management can fall victim to the lure of the
adrenaline rush that comes from chasing the big

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

deals and being in on the action.
In short, they continue “selling” instead of
“leading.” I write about the many problems this raises
in my new book, but let me give you just one
example.
A great sales rep loves being the quarterback on
the playing field, calling the plays and immediately
turning any difficult situation into a successful
outcome. But once that rep becomes a manager, he
or she continues to be the player, and take charge. If
they’re sitting in on a customer call with a sales rep,
and that rep stumbles at all … the manager jumps in
and takes over the meeting. It’s as if the manager is
saying to the rep, “move over, let the great one take
over.” This instinct to jump in and take over shows a
lack of confidence in their sales rep and contributes
nothing to the rep’s development.
Until a sales manager can overcome their sales
rep instincts and replace them with the mindsets and
tactics of a true leader, they will never flourish in
sales management.
JF: Though coaching is just one of the skills you say
managers have to learn, you devote a lot of space to
that topic in your book. What’s the most important
message you want to send to sales managers about
their coaching.
KD: I hate to say this since I was once a sales rep
myself, but most salespeople overestimate their
strengths and minimize their weaknesses. This is
human nature, it’s how we go through life feeling
positive about ourselves.
The problem is that when a salesperson thinks
they are better than they really are, they won’t go to
their manager to ask for coaching. That means their
skills can stagnate, and they can keep losing deals
they should probably win—and they’ll probably never
know why.
So my advice for sales managers is to not sit back
and wait for salespeople to ask them for coaching!
They have to be proactive, and take coaching to their
people. Everybody on the team can get better but to
make that happen managers have to do a lot more

observation than they do now and be proactive
about scheduling more coaching sessions so they can
share their insights and help reps get better, faster.
JF: Sales managers tell me they are doing coaching
all the time. But it sounds like you think that isn’t the
case. Can you explain?
KD: Yes, the problem is that many sales managers
think they are coaching, but in fact they are not. Let
me explain.
Many sales managers think “sales coaching” is
about sitting down with a sales rep on a regular basis
to evaluate their sales results and activity level and
discuss pending deals.
That is what I call performance management, not
sales coaching. Any feedback they offer reps during
such meetings is coming long after the fact, the
conversation separated by weeks and sometimes
months from the specific things that reps did in the
past that led to the results being discussed.
Furthermore, recent research by the Sales
Management Association asked sales managers to
rank 13 topics in order of how often they discussed
those topics in coaching conversations with reps. The
coaching topic that had the biggest impact on
revenue was “identify skill deficiencies.” But
interestingly, that topic came in 12th out of the 13
topics in terms of how often it was discussed. So
sales managers who aren’t focused on identifying
and remedying their reps’ skill deficiencies aren’t
doing the kind of coaching that leads to revenue
growth.
That’s why I define sales coaching as the daily
commitment to identify skill deficiencies in your
salespeople and develop them into peak performers.
JF: What is the #1 hurdle that sales managers must
overcome in order to deliver the sales coaching their
teams need?
KD: For the past 20plus years, I’ve asked sales
managers who attend my workshops, “What is the
biggest challenge you face?”
The answer is always the same: not enough time.

TOP SALES MAGAZINE APRIL 2017
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I’m sure that’s not surprising to anyone reading
this: One sales manager recently told me she gets
over 200 emails and texts a day, and I think that’s
typical. The problem is that most of those emails,
texts, and voicemails are other people asking the
sales manager for something: their time, attention,
answers, updates, reports, and on and on. Managers
are so busy reacting to all these requests that they
don’t have time for the kind of work that would truly
make a difference in their team’s performance, such
as working on rep development and strategies for
longterm improvement.
To have more time for coaching and rep
development, sales managers have to get better at
controlling how they use their time. I cover a number
of these techniques in my book.
One technique is that sales managers have to
STOP falling into the habit of becoming everyone’s
“problemsolverinchief.” If a rep comes to the
manager with a problem, the manager CANNOT
offer to solve that problem for them. Their goal
should be to teach reps how to solve problems for

themselves. The way to do this is to ask the rep what
I call the two magic questions:
1)
2)

What have you done about it so far?
What do you think ought to be done next?

By using this simple approach, you communicate the
expectation that when reps come to you with a
problem they must also bring a solution. Pretty soon
they’ll get the idea that they can resolve many issues
themselves, faster, without your input. And that gives
n
you more time for coaching!

To learn more, visit kevinfdavis.com.
There are a lot of short videos and podcasts
posted on the site that explain more about
these issues. And of course, people can find
detailed discussions in Kevin’s new book, The
Sales Manager’s Guide to Greatness, available
now for ordering from Amazon and other
booksellers.

Top Sales Academy 2017
This year’s Academy launches on Monday April 10th and will run until Thursday July 20th
inclusive. We will be releasing two sessions per week, delivered by the world’s top sales
experts. This year’s program will be the best ever and we know that you are going to enjoy it
very much. Here is April’s running order …
Mon 10th

Simon Morton
Think, Act & Deliver Differently  A Presentation Manifesto

Thur 13th

Dave Kurlan
Why Closing is Overrated

Mon 17th

George Brontén
Making the Case for Sales Process

Thur 20th

Bill Butler
How Digital is transforming AccountBased Selling

Mon 24th

Barb Giamanco
Sales Experience Drives Predictable Revenue

Thur 27th

Jeff Fissel
The Sales Video Playbook

10
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Dave Kurlan

10 Selling Scenarios When You
Must Slow Down
By now, surely everyone
has written their Super
Bowl articles, drawing
inspiration from the game,
the comeback and the
records to make their points.

n my business, it's rare when someone isn't an
optimist but I'm a realist and the realist in me kept
saying how improbable it would be  even for
Tom Brady and the Patriots  to come from that far
behind and tie it  never mind win it  against a team
as powerful as the Falcons. But the Falcons' defense
was not accustomed to staying on the field for such
long stretches and after the Patriots finally tired
them out, the Patriots were able to repeatedly drive
down the field at will and claim the historic victory.
I read many articles and quotes after the game
but the one that works best is a quote from 2016 Cy
Young Award Winner, Rick Porcello. He said:
[When I find myself behind in baseball] There are
two things you can do. You can think about how
insurmountable it is to overcome or you can think about
what you can control. That’s getting strike one on the
next hitter and going from there.
I felt like there was a comparison there. [Brady's]
thought process and why he’s so good is that he’s able
to slow those situations down and focus on the present
and what’s in front of him. That’s really hard to do,
especially in a game of that magnitude.

I

And of course, we can easily translate that into
the language of sales.
Rick Porcello's thoughts about the importance of
slowing down in certain situations and focusing on
the present apply to the following 10 sales and sales
leadership scenarios. Slow down:
1. When sales calls and meetings aren't going as
planned
2. When an important account is making threats
about leaving
3. When a large opportunity is slipping away from
you
4. When your sales have fallen behind your
forecast
5. When you are conducting a discovery call with a
new prospect
6. When debriefing a salesperson on a recent sales
call or meeting
7. When you just heard what you wanted to hear,
but you need to question it
8. When you are qualifying an opportunity
9. When you feel that you must blow up an
opportunity
10. When you feel like it's time to bail out on an
opportunity
Noah Goldman, Host of The Enterprise Sales
Podcast, interviewed me about all of this today.
Listen here.
Nurturing the ability to slow down on demand is
one of the greatest skills you can develop. It goes
hand in hand with patience. You can't have too
n
much and you can't have too little.

Dave Kurlan is a BestSelling Author, Keynote
Speaker, CEO of both Objective Management
Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find out more here
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To Increase Sales, Unleash Your
Customers’ Dreams
You know key customers
and accounts could be
purchasing more of your
product, solution or service,
but they are not.

A

s you start a new year, I challenge you to
apply some new thinking to unleash your full
potential as a sales professional.

Dream like you mean it
One of your most important challenges is to ensure
that you are dreaming specifically, and dreading
vaguely about your accounts  rather than the
opposite. You should have a specific dream for each

12
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customer – they’re not simply a sales number or
objective. What is your customer’s dream as a
company and how can your product, solution or
service help them achieve that dream? Armed with
their dream you are much better equipped to define
your ‘consumerin’ and ‘customer centric’ dream for
that account. Make it as specific as possible; as
measurable as possible and as time bound as
possible – but also make sure it synchs up fully with
their dream. While not a sales example, one of JFK’s
dreams was very specific – that within a decade, the
US would send a man to the moon and bring him
safely back to earth (that last part’s important!). We
had no idea how to do it – but stayed focused on
the specific dream, addressed the issues one by
one, and achieved the dream ahead of schedule.
Had the dream been vague, or had not all the

Jeremy Cage

suppliers been aligned, we would have been
paralyzed by all the challenges we needed to
overcome and it would have never happened.

Climb the Ladder of Intentionality
With your specific dream in hand, as a person in
sales you need to ensure that every relevant
individual in the customer/supplier relationship is
not only aligned to, but is also highly intentional
about, the specific dream. You need to climb ladder
of intentionality. You can’t just write something
down in a memo, and hope it will drive the
organization to action. MLK would have been much
less effective had he just written his dream down in
a memo. You must declare your intentionality in
such a way that both your sales team and your
customers are talking about it. That’s the highest
rung on the ladder. How many times have you seen
the CEO of a company declare the dream of the
company being more innovative – but changes little
in the structure or processes to enable it to happen?
That’s low intentionality in action, and it’s crippling.
The higher you climb on the ladder, the more
intentional you get. No matter where you, or your
team is on the ladder today – put an action plan in
place to climb higher and enable the specific dream
for your customer to come to life.

Ready yourself and your crew
With a clearly articulated and specific dream and a
high level of intentionality, you are now in position
to ready yourself and your crew to succeed with
your customer. All too often, in my work with
companies of all sizes, I find poorly thought through
strategies. In fact, what are often articulated as
strategies are nothing more than objectives. Many
of these are due to a lack of thorough analysis,
training, testing, competitive analysis etc.. What are
you going to do and how are you going to act in a
way that is unique to your customer, and will give
you sustained advantage over time? To get to really

powerful strategies, you need to ensure that you,
and your sales team are planning and preparing
well. Michael Phelps would never have become the
most decorated Olympian of all time if his dream
had been vague, his intentionality been low, and if
he’d failed to ready himself and his crew. He had a
very specific dream, was highly intentional about it,
and pursued distinctive and competitively
advantaged training/preparation strategies. There
were no short cuts. Same applies for you and your
customers.

Summon your courage
Having worked through the three ‘steps’ above –
you must summon the courage to set sail – to untie
the lines and go for it. You need to unleash the full
potential of your business. You must not only have
the courage to set sail, but also to venture out into
the unknown – do things that have never been
done. Amazon had never been done before.
Neither had Microsoft, nor Facebook, nor Tesla.
You must have the courage to keep going in the
face of adversity – remembering that everything is
difficult before it is easy. You must summon the
courage to trust yourself and your team – because
barring a few exceptions, you can’t do it on your
own. Practice building your courage on a daily basis.
At a foundational level, no company is
sustainable without the sales team getting out there
and securing purchase orders. Approaching your
customers in a new way  by dreaming specifically/
dreading vaguely; climbing the ladder of
intentionality; readying yourself and your crew; and
summoning your courage  will increase your odds
of success in 2017, and help ensure that your
customers, your company and therefore you,
n
achieve your full potential.

Jeremy Cage is the President of the Cage
Group LLC and author of All Dreams on Deck.
Find out more here
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Demand Generation Should Be Part
Of Sales DNA
Is your phone ringing constantly with new leads? Is your pipeline full with
qualified opportunities? If so, you must be doing a great job with existing
customers. Exceeding their expectations and delighting them in ways that
motivate them to recommend you to others. If not, then this article is for you.

will start with a story of quite a remarkable sales
professional, let’s call her Anja. The company she
works for develops and sells learning systems for
technical education. The average deal size of her peers
is €3040K and their primary contact person is the
Faculty Head at a university or vocational school. But
the company’s strategy is to generate more deals with
an average size of €500K. A tough challenge and only
a few sales professionals like Anja are achieving this
today. Let’s take a look at how she works.

I

universities and vocational schools with departments
related to her business. Anja visits school directors and
faculty heads to understand the current situation and
their challenges. She positions herself as a consultant
who wants to help them improve employability of
their students – not as a sales person.
Step 2 is to conduct or commission a survey with
the relevant industries in the country concentrating on
the level of satisfaction with the skills of graduates
entering the jobs market. The results are compared
with international responses to similar surveys and
often reveal a much greater level of dissatisfaction
compared with companies in developed countries.
So far Anja has done the groundwork and identified
a clear need. Business leaders believe they could turn
their industries around if they had enough well trained
and qualified staff. But in her region neither industry
nor the schools have the money to invest in improving
the essential vocational education.

Creating opportunities
Finding the funds
Anja starts by researching countries in her region
where she suspects there is a significant need for
better technical education and training e.g. a country
with a growing industry and a shortage of welltrained
graduates. While her colleagues might dismiss the
universities in this country as poor prospects because
they lack significant budgets, she looks at this as an
opportunity.

Researching the need
Step 1 for Anja is to analyse the current offering of

14
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Step 3 in Anja’s sales process is to elevate the
conversation to the responsible department in the
Ministry of Education. She often leverages the
Ministry to invite school directors and industrial
companies to a workshop about their specific needs
and to present case studies from other countries.
Identifying a need but discovering there is no
money would be enough to put most sales people
off and plenty of managers would discourage their
team from wasting time on this sort of project. But
Anja is very creative and has experience in

Phil Kreindler

overcoming the issue of funding.
She knows that many developed countries and
corporations have funds available for overseas
development. In one particular example she identified
a Westerncountry’s development fund as a potential
source of funding and supported the Ministry of
Education to position the project to the potential
donor.

Completing the puzzle
Let’s recap quickly. Anja identifies a need and provides
evidence. She develops a solid solution and a strong
value proposition. She then identifies a potential donor
to fund the project. The donor then typically writes an
RFP and conducts an evaluation with the support of a
consultant.
But Anja doesn’t wait for the RFP to be issued. She
identifies the consulting firm proactively and supports
them throughout the specification phase. Once the
tender is issued by the donor organisation, she
develops and submits an excellent proposal. Not
surprisingly Anja has a very high win rate – she has one
of the best sales processes I have ever seen.

Hire more people like Anja
The first thought of many companies that want to
make demand generation a core competence is  just
hire new, better sales people. But to tell you the truth
it is very hard to find people with experience and a
successful track record. An alternative approach is to
make your sales team work like the best performers. I
don’t guarantee they will all make the change but it
makes more business sense than searching for
superstars.

Create more people like Anja
Start by interviewing “your Anja’s”, the people whose
skills you want to replicate. Ask them to explain the
actions they do at each step in the sales process and
the collateral to go with them. The key here is to create

a stepbystep approach that is replicable. You need to
put practical tools and techniques in the hands of all
the members of the sales team.
Then create and deliver a training for the sales team
based on the case studies of your top performers. The
fact that one of their own team has already achieved
this sort of success adds hugely to the credibility of the
training. Introduce the skills, competencies and tools
and link them directly to a successful sale in their
industry by one of their colleagues. This makes it real
for them.

Internal coaching is crucial
We all know that sales people can leave a training
session full of enthusiasm and new ideas only to go
back to their old ways very quickly. Sales training is just
the first step; real change only happens when all the
tools, required skills and competencies are applied in
numerous sales opportunities. And critical to the
transformation is the involvement of internal coaches
whose job is to ensure the new way of working
becomes the way everyone works all the time.
It may be that not every member of the team can
make the change and it is essential that pursuing large
longterm opportunities is not at the expense of
meeting short and medium term sales goals. But I do
believe that demand generation should be part of
salespeople’s DNA.

Ask yourself
l Would you say that demand generation in your

company is a strength?
l Do your sales people expect marketing to generate
leads?
l How well do you replicate the DNA of your top
n
performers?

Phil Kreindler is CEO of Infoteam Sales
Process Consulting and the author of Winning
Complex Sales and Customerized Selling.
Find out more here
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Client-Centric Satisfaction
You just received an email
from the chain hotel where
you recently stayed. Along
with offering their
gratitude, the hotel seeks
your feedback through a survey, no doubt
in the interest of continuous improvement.
And they ask you to provide satisfaction
ratings for some very important categories
they’ve chosen.
isted are food quality, staff friendliness, wifi
dependability, room cleanliness, durability of
shower cap, etc. A comprehensive list, but your
room was across the hall from the elevator and next
to the ice machine. And you didn’t sleep a wink. But,
room noise was not one of the categories provided.
Shaking your head and still a bit sleepy, you delete
the email, knowing you’ll never return to that hotel.
While an approach so outoftouch would be
easy to write off as the domain of the BtoC world,

L
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that would be very shortsighted. For very
frequently, quality organizations in the enterprise
are equally tonedeaf.
Think about it. Often, at the start of a business
relationship, a sales team member shares with a new
client contact that a customer satisfaction program
is in place. It’s mentioned that, in six months or so,
the client will receive a satisfaction survey to fill out.
The relationship kicks off, the delivery team begins
their work and the sales team focuses on growing
the account or perhaps regrettably, with the
dreaded handoff complete, sneaks off to land
another client.
The first six months are filled with transactions,
touch points, and the normal ups and downs of new
partners working together. As promised, the survey
is delivered, but filled with the same types of
boilerplate categories as with the hotel. Of course,
luck just might prevail and the categories will
possibly hit the mark with the client. Or, as was the
case with the shower cap, maybe not. For what’s
really important to the client may not be on the
boilerplate list. And yet, the client may still choose to

Brian Sullivan

provide ratings for the preselected categories. And
when that’s done, who learns from ratings that have
no relevance? For that matter, while the ratings may
be positive, the client may, in fact, be very
dissatisfied and be pondering other options. And,
yes, of course you’d be involved in direct discussions
with the client regarding significant problems. You’d
likely have heard about them already and be acting
on them regardless of any survey. But that’s not the
point. The point is that while focusing on a rote,
boilerplate process, you miss a golden opportunity
to understand what’s really meaningful. And that
very understanding could help you avoid big
problems, drive service excellence, and grow the
account.
Let’s imagine a different path. At the outset of
the relationship, rather than informing the client that
a survey is in their future, the sales representative
suggests a discussion about what is most important
to the client in the new partnership. Now, think
about that moment in time. The contract is signed.
The delivery team is engaged and everything is
gearing up. Your previous prospect is now your
client. What if you had asked the same type of
question weeks ago during the pursuit, while you
were still competing for the business? What would
they have said then? “Cut your prices”, “shorten your
delivery times”, “give us more pro bono services” or
other demands typically made by prospects of
competing “vendors”. But what’s different now? The
business is won. Your prospect is now your client,
whose goals and successes are your goals and
successes. In many ways, you’re on the same side of
the desk.
So, how do you proceed? Together, the sales and
delivery team leaders meet with the client, in
person, sharing several common success factors,
such as communication, knowledge transfer,
productivity, responsiveness, etc., asking the client
to choose those most important and then prioritize
those chosen. If the client has ideas about factors
not on the suggested list, they are welcome to add
them. And the discussion that ensues, among

partners, is incredibly impactful. Real learning occurs
as the client, now openly sharing, provides
knowledge that will lead to successful delivery and
account growth.
Let’s imagine that the client chooses
communication as the top success factor, a news
flash, by the way, as no hint of its importance was
mentioned in the pursuit, when the two parties were
at arm’s length. Now knowing the importance of
communication, you might tweak your program just
a bit, increasing the frequency of status meetings
and/or adding progress updates. Two small changes
with minimal cost. But, two small changes that
directly address what the client has clearly stated as
most important. And when you communicate and
act on these program changes, the client will feel
great. But what does knowing the client’s success
factors really do for your organization? First, it
dramatically increases the chances of successful
delivery because your path becomes clarified and
enhanced with direct client input. But it also
increases your likelihood of account growth.
Because for the next new opportunity that comes
up with the client, you’ll have the inside track. Of
course, you’ll have a competitive advantage by
already being a partner and delivering successfully.
But also, while the RFP will inform you and your
competitors about the specifics of the new business
requirements, you’re the only firm with knowledge
of how critical communication and the other
explicitly chosen success factors are. And your
proposal will make that resonate  all because you
asked.
So make client satisfaction more than just a
survey. Make it a meaningful, clientcentric initiative
that drives your successful delivery and account
growth. For it’s not about you, it’s about the client.
n
Just ask.

Brian Sullivan is VicePresident of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training.
Find out more here
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7 Big Signs That Your Marketing And Sales
Teams Are Not Well-Aligned. (And How To Fix It)
I half-joke that, traditionally, Marketing and Salespeople seem to talk more
about teach other, than to each other. We are talking about your sales force
and your marketing teams working together more effectively to grow your
business.
So it is easy to see when there is a gap between
Marketing and Sales. But that is not the whole story.
Sometimes the symptoms are more subtle, or they
manifest themselves in different ways. So, what are
the symptoms of poor Marketing and Sales
collaboration ?
I have put together seven of the more common
signs for you here, together with my recommended
solutions, and with their projected outcomes.

t makes sense, doesn't it ? The business invests in
both to gain a good return on that investment. So
you would want them to work as well together as is
possible, right ? What happens if they don't ?
Have you encountered some of these comments
about Marketing by Sales people ?

I

l "The sales leads we get from Marketing are

useless, they may as well give me the phone book.”

Sign #1: Our sales reps are not achieving their sales
targets. "Over 67 percent of Sales professionals do not
achieve their personal sales quota."  The TAS Group
Solution: Give your sales and marketing leaders the
ability to monitor what content your top reps use.
Then use that information to boost the performance
of your lower performing reps.
Result: Lifted sales performance across the board,
leveraging the sales knowhow of our top sales
performers for all our reps.

l "Sales brings in the money, and Marketing spends

it."
Conversely, I have heard Marketers say this about
their Sales peers:
l "We give them good sales leads, but they are too

Sign #2: Our sales force does not fully utilize
Marketing’s collateral and sales leads. And  even
worse  our sales reps are spending their precious
time creating their own marketing material, instead
of selling. “Only 25 percent of sales leads and collateral
that Marketing creates is ever used by sales teams.”  IDC

lazy or too incompetent to follow them up."
l "What would sales reps know about Marketing

anyway?"
l and: "Marketers have university degrees, sales

reps don't." Ouch !
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Solution: Establish a collaborative feedback
mechanism between Sales and Marketing that
focuses both teams on what really works for our
customers and prospects.

Peter Strohkorb

Result: Sales reps now sell more, faster because
Marketing now receives valuable information straight
from the front line to support salespeople more
effectively.
Sign #3: The sales reps do not use our CRM system
properly. Our sales pipeline is out of control, too
many sales opportunities are being deferred. “Up to
60 percent of sales leads are stuck at Do Nothing, i.e. at
“wait and see.”  Sales Benchmark Index
Solution: More effective collaboration between
Marketing and Sales gives the sales force the
information, subject matter insight and the
argumentation they need to advance and close deals
faster.
Result: Time to sale is significantly reduced and reps
are much more confident in dealing with more senior
executive buyers.
Sign #4: Our newly hired sales reps take too long to
become productive. “Almost 78% of newly hired sales
reps take 6 months or longer to become fully proficient at
selling”.  Accenture 
Solution: Help sales teams to ramp up more quickly
through fast and easy access to the right marketing
collateral and information.
Result: Lifted sales performance across the board by
helping reps to access the right content at the right
time.
Sign #5: We do not have a clear picture of what our
customers think of our sales and marketing efforts.
“More than half of the information that marketers use
comes from their previous experience, or from their
intuition”.  IDC
Solution: Have an unencumbered and neutral third
party interview your customers to help better
understand where opportunities for improvement
really are. Then work with your sales and marketing
teams towards a more collaborative and customer

focused mindset that sets the business up for
growth.
Result: We now have the insight we need to grow
our business because our teams have clarity on our
customers’ experience to improve our marketing
materials and sales techniques to boost our
performance.
Sign #6: We are exposed to high risk as valuable
sales knowhow and corporate knowledge walks
out every night in our sales reps’ heads.
Solution: Retain valuable sales knowhow within
your business by capturing it from your high
performing sales champions, and infuse your average
performers with it.
Result: By capturing our evergrowing sales know
how, “Tribal Knowledge” and intellectual property (IP)
we reduce our risk of high performers moving on.
Sign #7: Our business environment does not attract
and retain enough high performing talent.
Solution: Work with your leaders and their teams to
establish a collaborative mindset to create the kind of
team environment that encourages people to give
their best, to boost engagement and to lift
performance.
Result: Attract more high performers to our
organisation who stay longer because staff
engagement is lifted right across our entire business.
Our new highperforming work environment is now
based on empowerment and collaboration , and it
attracts a superior calibre of candidates.
Do you have any of these seven signs in your
business? I'll be interested in your feedback and
whether you have stories of your own to contribute. n

Peter Strohkorb is an international Business
Consultant, a published Author and a
professional Speaker. Find out more here
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The Age of Agile Selling
Agile software
development is one of the
more recent examples of
how companies are
applying the principles of
lean manufacturing to make significant
improvements in diverse areas of the
business.

rewin your customer’s business every year, and
continuously add value for existing customers.
If we define the mission of an agile sales
organization to prioritize and pursue only those
activities that 1) generate new sales revenue, and 2)
serve to delight and strengthen relationships with
customers, there are several practical steps that
managers can implement to transform their teams
and harness the proven power of lean.

1) Sales Team, not Salesperson
ales is no exception, and the concept of “agile
selling” needs to receive more attention as
sales organizations seek to maximize
efficiencies and become more responsive to
customer needs in a shifting marketplace.
The timing is perfect for Sales to explore how
agile and lean processes can be leveraged to
produce more revenue and ensure the highest levels
of customer satisfaction. Today’s enterprise sale is a
team sale, requiring contributions from many
different stakeholders. Professionals are busier than
ever, and this means that tasks need to be prioritized
and wasteful activities eliminated. Your relationship
with the customer is not a lifelong bond, and the
barriers to switching providers are low. You need to

S
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Almost every company designates the salesperson
as the single point of success/failure for their sales
efforts. In an agile organization, the sales team
becomes the driving force for revenue. Collectively,
the team is stronger than the individual and better
suited to find, run, and close complex transactions.
In the software world, this team may consist of a
sales development rep to prospect and build
pipeline, a salesperson to drive and close the sales
cycle, and a sales engineer to provide technical
expertise.
The team becomes responsible for the sales
quota, and the team is compensated for the results
they produce. Together, the team defines their goal

Jonathan Jewett

and the best path to achieving objectives. If a team
member leaves, their replacement steps into an
existing system that supports the new member and
accelerates their path to full productivity. In many
ways, the organization is building a system to
achieve sales greatness, and this requires hiring
people who can fill a key role in the system rather
than individual athletes.

2) Implement Daily Standups
The daily standup is a brief (15min) meeting with
the team members to share their progress on
existing work, propose the day’s activities, discuss
roadblocks or impediments in their way, and
prioritize new tasks. There are multiple benefits to
adopting this discipline:
l Accountability – The team is accountable to the

organization, and individuals are accountable to the
team. Lack of performance, roadblocks, and other
issues are dealt with on a daily basis, and this
prevents small issues from becoming major
problems.
l Prioritization  Every team member knows what

the others are working on, and all agree that today’s
tasks are the most important for the team.
l Rapid turnaround  Salespeople spend an

inordinate amount of time pursuing members of
their extended team when they need help. The daily
standup ensures that important tasks are recognized
and assigned in a day or less, and that these tasks are
balanced with the current workload.
l Eliminate waste  The most precious asset of any

sales organization is time, and the constant churn of
sales makes it easy to get sidetracked. Consistent
with lean principles, lowvalue activities and tasks
are deprioritized or eliminated, and the result are
more focused and efficient sales teams.

l Amplify learning  Teams are consistently
reviewing successes and failures and looking for
ways to improve. Quick pivots can be made if it’s
determined that a new course of action is required.

3) Kanban Board
As the team has begun to share, discuss, and
prioritize work, the kanban board will create a visual
representation of the workflow. The board
documents the work (tasks) that are waiting (To Do),
in progress (Doing), and completed (Done). Each
task is written on a sticky note, and the responsible
team member moves the task from one bucket to
the next until it’s finished.
The benefits of this approach include the ability
to visualize the team’s workflow and managing the
number of tasks “in progress” to ensure that team
members are not overburdened (and therefore more
likely to miss deadlines). Since only the most
important tasks are represented on the board,
priorities are enforced, and the velocity of tasks
through the workflow establishes accountability
across all team members. Management can provide
highlevel guidance on direction and quickly review
the kanban board to validate priorities and progress.
Just as many other departments can learn from
Sales when it comes to best practices around
forecasting, negotiation, and other disciplines, Sales
needs to adopt more lean and agile principles to
flourish in an evolving marketplace. These initial
steps will set your sales teams on the right path, and
there are many additional best practices you can
incorporate as you learn and mature. I have no
doubt that any organization seeking to improve
revenue and delight their customers will be pleased
n
with the results.

Jonathan Jewett is the cofounder and CRO
of BitPlay Today and the author of The 40
Best Sales Techniques Ever: Conquer the
Leaderboard, Crash President’s Club, and
Make More Money.Find out more here
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Imagine: A World without Sales Managers
We all struggle occasionally
to keep things in
perspective. In particular,
we start to take things
around us for granted -things that are so embedded in our daily
landscape that we stop recognizing them
as being uniquely valuable.
o combat this tendency, there’s a simple
realitychecking exercise I use to put things
back in perspective: I simply try to imagine my
life without those specific items. For example:

T

l To my children, “You don’t want to take the time

to brush your teeth? Just imagine your life
without them.”
l Or to my friends, “You’re frustrated with your
teenage kids right now? Just imagine your life
without them.”
l Or to myself, “Your wife’s dog just dug holes all
over the yard? Just imagine your life without that
dog. (A pause, while that happy thought swirls in
my head). Then you should also imagine yourself
without your wife!” Alas, I need that dog.

22
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To name another common example, consider your
sales managers. You remember them. These were
the rock star salespeople you showered with
rewards and praise earlier in their careers. You
invested heavily in their skills and enablement. They
closed big deals and cashed big checks. Your head of
sales and CEO knew their names (maybe even the
names of their children and dogs). They ruled the
world and walked with purpose, knowing their
contributions to your company were substantial and
appreciated. Then the inevitable happened…

A Promotion to Nowhere
One day a hole appeared in the middle of your sales
force’s org chart. A new supervisor was needed, and
the search was on for ‘management material.’ And it
seemed kind of obvious – the best salespeople
should surely make the best sales managers! Then
with both a bang and a thud, your former sales force
celebrities were promoted into the most anonymous
role in any sales organizations. They became your
frontline sales managers.
In fairness, there’s nothing wrong this this story
so far. You took great salespeople and make them
your sales managers. It makes sense. But if your
sales force is like most, your managers now just kind

Jason Jordan

of blend into the landscape. Your eyes are naturally
drawn to the new generation of rock star
salespeople, and your sales managers are that
dependable layer of the sales organization that you
don’t need worry about. They’re solid. You can
safely (even if unintentionally) ignore them.
But consider for a moment just how important
those frontline managers are to you. Imagine your
life without them. Pretend for a moment that your
entire team of frontline sales managers didn’t show
up for work one day. Or the next, or the next. I
predict that three things would happen to you,
exactly in this order.

your sales results will decline at an increasing and
uncontrollable rate. As a former business mogul
once said when asked how he lost his sizable
fortune, “Slowly at first, and then all at once.” This is
how your fortunes will go, once your sales managers
exit the building. Performance will seem okay for a
month, or two, or three. But then the unavoidable
breakdown in consistent execution will feed on
itself, until you find yourself stuck with the worst
sales force in your industry. The combination of lost
efficiency and effectiveness will crush your team’s
productivity.
Alas, you need your sales managers.

3 Things that Would Happen without Sales
Managers

Imagine the Possibilities

First, you would lose confidence in every piece of
information coming from the field. Want a sales
forecast you can put your faith in? Forget about it.
Want to feel good about your company’s sales
pipeline. Ain’t gonna happen. Want to know
whether every piece of data in your CRM is accurate
and uptodate? Good luck with that. Generally
speaking, you will enter into a panic that will compel
you to dive deeply into the daily activities of your
salespeople – effectively making you the direct
supervisor of every seller in the field. Yeah, that’ll be
fun.
Second, your salespeople’s behaviors will
become increasingly erratic. Salespeople that once
operated within an organizational rhythm will begin
to relax the boundaries of disciplined execution.
They’ll do the things that feel right to them
individually, but the bigger picture will degrade from
a crisp photograph of your gotomarket strategy
into an impressionist painting of someone else’s.
Your wellcoordinated selling effort will transform
into a collection of bespoke strategies and tactics. In
some places you might actually see improvement,
but systemically your sales force will begin to
disintegrate.
And at some point in the notsodistant future,

Now consider the opposite situation. Imagine not
only that you have a complete team of frontline
sales managers, imagine that you considered them
to be a focal point of your organizational affection.
Imagine that they got just as much attention as the
salespeople they manage. They got the rewards and
praise. They got the investment in their skills and
enablement. The head of sales and CEO knew their
names and the names of their dogs. What if this
quiet, solid layer of the organization got the rock star
treatment? What would happen?
Well, you would experience a better life. Your
reports, forecasts, and sales pipelines would be
beyond reproach. Your sales force would become a
guided missile that would annihilate your
competition. Your team’s performance would
perpetually improve, feeding off its own operational
excellence. You would stand apart from nearly every
other sales force in the world that views its frontline
sales managers as the people who keep the peace –
not the people who rule the world. And make no
mistake… Sales managers rule the world of sales. n

Jason Jordan is a Partner at
Vantage Point and author of Cracking the
Sales Management Code. Find out more here
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Be an Optimized Sales Leader
In every business cycle new ideas are built and strategies-tactics attempted
to create a positive impact on the organization. For example, the role of
quality control, Lean and Kaizen Management have been implemented in
many areas of business to improve performance.
n most cases each of these “reengineering” type
programs have had positive impacts; from just in
time inventory, to ISO policies. Most of these
programs have been directed at inventory, process
management, cost reduction, financial statements
and even Human Resource management. What has
seemingly been overlooked in most companies and
now is rapidly gaining a focus is the productivity,
cost and methodology of the sales organization.
The impact of Sales Management Optimization
Policy™ must be applied to the sales organization.
Essentially OP is defined as: “you must build your
organization to excel in the tough times and to propel
in good times”. In a sales organization this
responsibility is the Vice President or Sales
Manager. Yet these individuals who have a major
impact on the success of the organization generally
have a joblife span of 1418 months, limited
trainingat best and must operate in a pressure filled
role with multiple soft and hard management skills
in operation at all times.

I
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In most cases sales management lacks
methodology and a focus on running their
organizations that manufacturing, inventory and
financial managers have successfully implemented.
Sales Management Optimization Policy takes into
consideration the aspects of effective process
management, standards and cost control into the
sales organization.

Challenges:
In the current economic market, the successful
Sales Leader faces many challenges:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Managing Lower Costs of Sales
Driving Revenue
Attaining Budget Goals
Managing Sales Teams
Working with Limited Span of Control
Achieving Goals with Stretched Resources
Working with Market Dynamics

Ken Thoreson

The answers lie in two fundamental points. First; “if
it’s working, don’t mess with it” and for those
companies where sales (revenues) are working there
is little interest in disturbing that department.
Second, when sales are not working two actions
seem to take place; radical personnel change or high
levels of micromanagement on the actions to fix
revenues. We would argue that all organizations
must look at a bigger picture and build logical and
emotional judgements/systems in place not only to
achieve the goals of the organization but to assure
management systems/processes are designed to
create the environment for successful sales
cultures. Selling is emotional and sales leaders must
balance the need for building an environment of
success and need for business management
systems.
The interesting element in building an Optimal
Policy within a high performance sales management
approach is aligning the goals of the individual with
the goals of the corporation. The smart sales leader
will understand the basics of pure management, i.e.
understanding the personal needs and wants of
their individual team members or what most people
today call EQ or Emotional Quotient. In my Life
Enrichment keynotes I discuss how management
must focus on this point for themselves and their
teams.
First, let’s address the business side of sales
management. This element covers key components
of the tactical implementations of sales
management. The list below represents a Sales
Management Business Plan. Each of the
components would include goals, impact on the
attainment of the corporate goals, critical success
factors, potential challenges, measurements and
defined tactical actions required to achieve the
goals. We recommend these plans are updated
every six months with a 60day assessment of
trends or changing factors.
l Statement of focus
l Time line of planned events

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Activity standards
Account plans
Sales organization design (1824 month view)
Sales process design map
Customer relationship strategy
Sales technology implementation
Recruitment/hiring/training programs
Marketing/ materials
Public Relations awareness
Business EcoSystem Partners and Alliances
Product and revenue projections24 months
Competition Analysis

The second aspect of Sales Management must be
the cultural human interaction or EQ. It must be
recognized that only managing by the numbers and
focusing on activity based sales indicators will not
create the environment for high performance. The
goal of sales management is to achieve results and
manage the business, it is critical that salespeople
understand key ratios are to assist them in their
personal job success not as micromanagement. Yet
we find often a line has been drawn between the
salesperson and their manager in “talking only about
the numbers”.
We must move beyond this mentality to truly
understand the personal objectives of our people
and communicate your interest to help the person.
Sales Management today must assist members of
their team in setting personal objectives and assist
their team members on achieving those goals. We
call this align the soul of the individual with the goals of
the corporation. This is where coaching and real
managing takes place and a managers trust level
grows.
Focus on understanding and improving the sales
management process along with building your EQ
sensitively to the needs of your sales team and you
will experience the best that life can bring you: Sales
n
Management Optimization!

Ken Thoreson is President of Acumen
Management Group, Ltd. Find out more here
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Do You Want to Know
How WorldClass Sales and
Service Organizations Drive
Superior Results?
Great information is vital to making solid, factbased business decisions. But data you can
trust is difficult to come by.
Wouldn’t you like to know what practices are linked to better quota attainment and
higher customer satisfaction? What impact does formalizing sales and service processes
have on attrition? What are futurethinking sales and service leaders already worried
about today?
Insights and data from CSO Insights, answer questions like these. They survey experts –
you, your colleagues, and your competitors – to collect detailed, factual answers about
sales and customer service performance and effectiveness.
CSO Insights invite you to make use of these research findings by participating in CSO
Insights WorldClass Sales and Service Practices survey that will provide actionable
insights into the WorldClass practices that the most successful sales and service leaders
use to drive superior results.
As thanks for completing the study, you can immediately download CSO Insights 2016
Sales Enablement Optimization Report. In addition, you will get firstaccess to findings
from this research as well as exclusive invitations to previews of the results.
To participate, click: JOIN THE STUDY

Jim Cathcart

Can He or She Sell?
The first challenge in building a sales organization or career is to find a sales
person. If you assume that anyone can be trained to succeed in sales you
might be sorely disappointed.
any are suited to sales and many are not.
Training a poorly suited candidate very
well will not produce a high performing
sales rep. Conversely, hiring a well suited candidate
may require less training to get them to success level.
Last year I developed an instrument called the
Sales IQ Plus online assessment. I did this in concert
with Dr. Tony Alessandra and Jeffrey Gitomer. It is
published by Assessments24x7.com and it is our
attempt to answer three questions regarding each
candidate. Whether you use our instrument or a
method of your own, these three questions are truly
at the heart of anyone’s sales success.
The three questions to answer when looking at a
candidate for a sales position?

M

1. Can he or she sell?
2. Will he or she sell?
3. How does he or she sell?

Question number one “Can you?” is a question of
capacity. Do you have the intellect, the physical
ability and the potential that will be required in order
to excel in this new role? Is success at this new role in
your nature if you decide to go for it? Are you suited
to the task?
Number two is a question of motivation and
velocity. Do you have the desire and the energy and
drive that will be required? If you could do the job but
don’t want to or don’t know how to get yourself to
do it with enthusiasm then you should probably pass
up this offer.
Question three is a matter of style. What is your
personality type, your method of approach or your
skill level at present? Skills can be acquired or
developed but personality style must match or after
awhile having to constantly adapt will overwhelm
you.

Can you sell?
That’s a great formula for any kind of recruiting or
even selfevaluation when it comes to a role you are
considering. Can I do it? Will I do it? How will I do it?

One great thing about success is that patterns
repeat. If you’ve ever succeeded in selling in the past
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then you can surely become successful at it again.
So the first thing to look for is a history of sales
success. This could also be seen in nonsales roles
such as starting a new business or organization. As
long as it calls for contacting people who know
nothing about you, opening a robust conversation
with them about their needs or wants and how you
can help them achieve the results they desire, and
then getting them to commit to a decision…that is
selling. You could have been selling Girl Scout
cookies, tickets to a concert, arts & crafts you made
at home, or signing people up to join a movement.
The skills required are compatible with sales
success.

Will you sell?
Now the rubber meets the road. Even if you could
be the greatest seller who ever lived it won’t count
for much if you don’t do it. Personal Velocity™, a
term I use to identify energy, drive and self
motivation, is absolutely required for sales success.
You’ve probably met many great talkers who don’t
make sales because they never go out to talk with
real buyers. Likewise you could be the champion of
your high school debate team but still struggling in
sales if you don’t have the discipline to get in touch
with those who can say Yes.
Only a small portion of one’s motivation can
come from others. Most of it has to come from you.
That’s why I say we must “get ourselves to do what
needs to be done, even when we don’t feel like it.”

How do you sell?
It’s popular to say “natural” sales people are those
with a gift of gab, excellent verbal skills and winning
personalities. But the truth does not bear this out.
After working with more than 3,000 different client
groups over my 40+ years in sales training I’ve
found that the most successful sellers in all fields are
those with a heart that cares about their customers
and a spirit that drives them to continually make

28
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new calls in a disciplined manner. So “how” you sell
isn’t nearly as important as “whether” you will do so.
Still, style matters. If you are not able to
adapt to the differences in others then you’ll miss
many of the sales you could have made. We must
know our own behavioral style, our natural patterns
of personality, and we must recognize, understand
and adapt to the styles of others to whom we sell.
My story: In 1970 I was newly married and took
a job selling mutual funds and life insurance. After a
month of study to pass the licensing exams I was
taught “the sales presentation” and set loose on
society. Note: I was told exactly what to say
regardless of to whom or where I was saying it. The
focus was on selling my products and not on really
helping my clients.
After a year and a half of sales calls I left in
defeat. I had only sold enough to survive from
month to month and this convinced me that I was
not suited for a sales career. I took another job
selling cars just so that I could sell my own car and
have a free demo car to drive. That failed too. With
only a few weeks in the new role I was fired for lack
of sales.
Discouraged and saddened I worked in a grocery
store and job searched for a nonsales position. The
position I found was a clerical job in a local
government agency, the housing authority. It wasn’t
fun but it paid the bills. Still, I was bored and wanted
an optimistic challenge. I felt there was much more I
could do.
A few months later I joined the Junior Chamber
of Commerce, “The Jaycees”. This civic club was
designed for young adults seeking to learn
leadership skills by working in the community. I took
to it like a duck to water. I led teams who canvassed
the communities seeking new members. We
organized projects to raise funds, solve problems
and serve the community. I took charge of their
training programs and led discussions and training
programs. In just two years as a new Jaycees
member I attended 400 meetings after work and on
weekends. And I led about 300 of those meetings!

Jim Cathcart

One day a man named Harold Gash attended
one of our meetings and heard me speak to the
group. Afterwards he said, “Jim, you have more
potential than any young man I’ve ever known. You
should be in sales!” What???? Sales? No, I don’t think
so! I thought. I’ve tried that before.
He said that I had been trying it wrong. He knew
that I could sell and he could tell that I would do the
work necessary. What had been wrong previously
was the way that I was approaching it. He said, “Jim
you have become an excellent student of the
motivational training from Earl Nightingale. If you
will simply call on business leaders and show them
how this training can help them do what you do,
then you will make sales. You don’t have to become
a powerful closer. You simply need to find people
who want to do as you’ve done and then show them
how to do it with our product.” So I went to work
with Harold and that changed the direction of my
life.

Within one year I was hired as the national
program manager in charge of leadership training
for a 356,000person organization and after 2
successful years with them I launched my own
career as a professional speaker and trainer. And
I’ve never looked back!
Today, 40 years later, I have sold products and
services around the world, delivered over 3,000
paid speeches to millions of people and published
17 books, mostly on the subject of sales success!
Wow, I guess I was wrong about my sales potential.
How about you?
What have you been thinking about your own
sales potential? Can you sell? Will you sell? How can
you sell more successfully? Top Sales World is an
exceptional resource to help you answer all of those
questions.

Find out more about Jim Cathcart here and
The Sales IQ Plus assessment is accessible here
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Getting Your Money’s Worth:
Improving Sales Compensation
In a previous article
(“Rethinking Sales
Compensation,” February
2017), I examined three
common but false
assumptions about money, motivation,
and management in sales compensation
practices. The message was that the
purpose of any sales comp plan is to
motivate the sales force to achieve the
firm’s goals.
here’s no such thing as effective selling if that
selling doesn’t link to your firm’s strategy.
Business history is full of firms that got what
they paid for (e.g., reps who, responding to their
volumedriven bonuses, failed to execute a
premiumpriced solutions strategy), and didn’t get
what they didn’t pay for (e.g., individuallyfocused
incentives in a team selling approach).
What, then, are the characteristics of strategically
effective compensation plans? I’ll focus here on a

T
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crucial starting point: understanding the important
sales tasks in your business and, therefore, what the
sales person must do to drive strategy execution and
results. In selling to retail trade customers, for
example, sales tasks can usually be divided into three
categories:
1. VolumeInfluencing Activities: selling new items,
getting more shelf space for established items,
selling pointofsale materials or instore displays,
negotiating trade promotions, and so on.
2. InStore Service Activities: shelf audits, handling
damaged merchandise, ensuring product freshness,
handling queries from store managers are examples
here.
3. SupplyChain Management Activities: sales
forecasting by account, establishing and managing
delivery schedules, and coordination with your firm’s
operations people for that customer.
A comp plan should set priorities among these tasks,
and it’s your strategy that should determine the
priorities, not a generic selling methodology or

Frank V. Cespedes

organizational legacy. Companies with automated
replenishment systems for customers, for example,
have less need to focus on supplychain tasks in
their sales comp plans because these tasks are
largely handled in nonsales areas, such as IT.
Companies that use service merchandisers in their
gotomarket efforts have less need to focus on in
store service tasks.
Similarly, in B2B businesses, comp plans affect
which portion of selling is attention to delivery, price
negotiations, building channel relationships, pre or
postsale applications support, cold calling, or cross
selling to current accounts. The relative importance
of these tasks typically changes over the course of
the productmarket life cycle. Early in the cycle in
technology businesses, for example, customer
education and applications development are often
key sales tasks. But as the market develops and
standards emerge, salespeople spend more time
selling against functionally equivalent products or
developing thirdparty relationships. Your comp plan
should keep pace with these task changes, or
strategy execution falters. For years in the pharma
business, for example, call frequency on doctors
correlated with sales results, so pharma reps had to
make daily call quotas to make bonus. As managed
care and other large entities become more
prominent in purchasing, they reduce the number of
relevant call points but increase the relevant buying
unit. Comp design needs to change, or you’re paying
for motion not results.
The point is to focus on how the salesperson
makes a difference with customers today, not
yesterday. It’s not the responsibility of customers to
inform you when changes occur. It’s the seller’s
responsibility to track and adapt to market changes.
One reason for disconnects between comp plans
and salesperson behavior is that, in many firms, the
people designing pay plans do so according to an
obsolete vision of sales tasks. If wining, dining, and
attending trade shows or conferences are important,
the plan’s treatment of expenses should reflect
those tasks. If, in a de facto multichannel world,

working with intermediaries is important, then the
plan should provide incentives to work with
influential resellers or valuedelivery partners
through crossreferrals, training, or joint sales calls. If
it doesn’t, then salespeople often sell against these
entities and both parties lose the sale.
There’s an important managerial implication here:
in designing comp plans, there is ultimately no
substitute for ongoing field interaction, including
actual sales calls. The common practice of
“benchmarking” a company’s compensation plan
against an alleged “industrystandard” mix of salary
and incentives can be dysfunctional. One reason is
that the strategies, and therefore the target
customers and buying processes encountered by
salespeople, differ among firms even in the same
industry. As an executive once told me, “Sales in
most companies is managed as it should have been
managed five years ago in that business. Because
that’s usually the last time the senior people making
the most important sales decisions were actually in
constant touch with current market realities.” New
technologies and “big data” algorithms are providing
tools for better tracking and diagnoses of conversion
rates, call patterns, and other aspects of funnel
management. But as a character in a John le Carre
novel puts it, “A desk is a dangerous place from
which to watch the world.”
As I mentioned in my previous article, there are
always links (intended or unintended) between
money, management, and motivation. Among other
things, how you pay will affect the kind of person
attracted to your sales organization. My core advice
to those in sales or the CSuite about compensation
design: start with the engine (understanding sales
tasks as they exist today in your market, and
therefore the behaviors you want from salespeople),
and then install the transmission (the specific mix of
n
incentives aimed at encouraging those efforts).

Frank V. Cespedes teaches at Harvard
Business School and is the author of Aligning
Strategy and Sales. Find out more here
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The Top Sales Hardtalk Series
Hosted by the ebullient Barb Giamanco, expect fastpaced, relevant and indepth
conversations that are always on topic.
We will be releasing one recording for download every Tuesday. Here is April’s timetable.
Tue 4th  Ian Moyse
What Is Social Selling & Why Your
Personal Brand Matters

Tue 18th  Mike Saunders
Authority Selling

Tue 11th  Jane Gentry
Relational Intelligence

Tue 25th  Dennis R. Mortensen
How to Use Artifical Intelligence to
Increase Productivity in Sales

And you if you missed any of March’s Hardtalks, you can listen to the recordings here too:
l
l
l
l

Lisa Dennis

Anne Miller

Stephan Sieber 
Lori Richardson 

Value Propositions that Sell
The Power of Metaphors to Sell
The Importance of a CustomerCentric Sales Culture in a Service Economy
What Your Salespeople Deserve: Dynamic Sales Leadership

LISTEN HERE AT

Top Partner of the Month

Top Sales Post

March’s Top Sales Post
Dive Inside the Mind of Your Buyer — and Discover a
Solution to Serve Them by Jay Mitchell

I

see this issue often: A salesperson engages their
buyer a couple times, getting a feel for their
business and needs, and quickly responds by
spewing a scripted pitch, focusing solely on landing a
deal. They wonder, after their buyer passes on their
“solution,” what went wrong.
Even though buyers might look and sound like
one another does not mean that they are well
served with the same solutions — or when examined
closer, even similar at all.
According to Forrester, only 27% of buyers believe
salespeople are knowledgeable about the buyer’s
specific business.
That means 73% of buyers see salespeople as
product pushers, not as individuals who can — and
care to — solve their problems. In today’s business
world, sellers must dive deeper to understand

specific struggles in order to deliver unique and
valuable solutions. In doing so, salespeople become
trusted advisors and valuable resources to their
buyers. How?
1. See your buyer’s pains through their perspective.
Sellers need to know more than a person’s job title
and wife’s name. They need to spend enough time
with their buyers — quality time either on the phone
or inperson — to understand the intricate details of
the buyer’s business, motivations and needs.
Ask your buyer about their everyday operations.
Engage your buyer in relevant, meaningful
dialogues. Walk in their shoes and understand their
world. What issues keep cropping up? Learn the
specifics.
Read Full Article Here

Our 2017 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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